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Important information for all staff

press

Working together to achieve the healthiest 
life possible for everyone in Ayrshire and Arran

Our purpose

stop
The purpose of this stop press is to highlight the problems caused by 
false fire alarms and how they affect, not only NHS Ayrshire & Arran, 
but also the wider community. 

False fire alarms

By creating this awareness, and with 
everyone’s help and co-operation, we can 
hopefully reduce the number of false fire 
alarms and the associated inconvenience. 

Many of us have experienced the frustration 
of a false fire alarm. The problem, if 
persistent, can lead to a lack of urgency in a 
real fire emergency – which is dangerous.

False fire alarms can cause a number of 
problems. 

Service disruption 

Thousands of staff hours are lost every year 
due to false fire alarms. This impacts on 
service delivery, business continuity and 
patient care.

Financial implications

There is a cost to the taxpayer for every false 
alarm. This has been calculated by Audit 
Scotland at £2,343 each time the Scottish 
Fire and Rescue Service is called to attend a 
false alarm on hospital premises.    

Community protection

When fire and rescue crews attend false 
alarms they are not available to attend 
genuine fires and other emergencies in the 
community. Also, fire crews respond to all 
alarm activations by using their ‘blue lights’. 
The urgent nature of these responses can 
be hazardous for fire crews and other road 
users.



These figures give an indication of the scale 
of the problem. They give no indication, 
however, of the cause. 

Common causes of false alarms include:

•	 cooking equipment (cookers, toasters, 
microwaves); 

•	 aerosols (deodorants, hairspray, air 
fresheners, insect sprays);

•	 malicious or accidental operation of 
break-glass call points;

•	 steam (showers, kettles, dishwashers);

•	 dust (residual or resulting from 
processes);

•	 insects (invading sensor chamber of 
smoke detector); and

•	 fumes (vehicles, petrol-driven gardening 
equipment).

By far the most common single cause is 
cooking equipment, with ‘burnt toast’ 
the most common culprit. The majority 
of all cooking-related false alarms are 
preventable.

When cooking, do not:

•	 become distracted and leave equipment 
unattended; and

•	 use cooking appliances in inappropriate 
locations.

Make sure any cooking activities are 
restricted to designated areas where the 

correct type of fire detection equipment is 
installed – for example, kitchens or pantries.

An increasing number of false alarms are 
now caused by aerosols. Using aerosols in 
a confined space, such as a single bedroom 
or changing room, will most likely lead to 
the smoke detector operating, as traditional 
smoke detectors cannot distinguish 
between aerosol gas and smoke.

New ‘smart’ detection technology is 
currently being used in a number of 
locations to cut down on false alarms. 
These new detectors involve three different 
sensing modes which act together to 
filter out false alarms from a real fire. They 
should not react to aerosols, steam, or dust 
particles for example.

While there has been a steady decline in 
false alarms over the past three years on 
two of our sites, there is so much more to 
be done to reduce the number further and 
everyone has a part to play.

Number of false fire alarms

All our buildings have a high standard of automatic fire detection systems to provide life 
and property protection. Understandably, most false alarms occur at our largest hospital 
sites. The table shows the number of false fire alarms over the past three years:

University 
Hospital Ayr

University 
Hospital 
Crosshouse

Ailsa 
Hospital

Ayrshire 
Central 
Hospital

Annual total

2015 39 28 26 24 117

2016 34 38 24 17 113

2017 26 27 41 33 127

Caution
The Fire Detection 
System can be 
activated by 
aerosol sprays.

Caution
The Fire 
Detection System 
can be activated 
by toasters.



Find us on Facebook at www.facebook.com/nhsaaa

Follow us on Twitter @NHSaaa Visit our website: www.nhsaaa.net

All our publications are available in other formats

Tell us what you think... If you would like to comment on any issues raised by this Stop Press, 
please email comms@aaaht.scot.nhs.uk or write to the Communications Department, 28 Lister Street. If 
you provide your contact details, we will acknowledge your comments and pass them to the appropriate 
departments for a response.

Name and department (optional)

Comments

If you are aware of circumstances which 
may cause a false alarm in your workplace, 
don’t wait on it happening. Do something 
about it, or bring it to the attention of 
someone who can.

DATIX

Every time a fire alarm activates, a DATIX 
report should be submitted by the 
person responsible for that area. The only 
exception is routine weekly alarm tests. 
These reports provide Fire Safety and Risk 
Management staff with the information 
necessary to identify problem locations 
and causes and to take steps to address 
these.

False fire alarms are everyone’s 
responsibility…let’s stamp them out!

Remember - the Fire Safety team is 
always on hand to provide help  
and advice. 

The Fire Safety team has now been 
centralised, for more information contact:

David Cowley, Senior Fire Safety Adviser
Telephone: 01563 826209
Email: david.cowley@aapct.scot.nhs.uk

Martin Rowe, Fire Safety Adviser
Telephone: 01563 827300
Email: martin.rowe@aapct.scot.nhs.uk

Eric Pearson, Fire Safety Adviser
Telephone: 01563 827466
Email: eric.pearson@aapct.scot.nhs.uk
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